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Programme Specification  
 
 

Programme Summary 
 

Awarding body 

 

University of Sussex (subject to validation) 

 

Teaching institution 

 

West Dean College 

 

Programme title 

 
MA Collections Care and Conservation Management 

 

Final award / FHEQ level 

 

Master’s Degree / Level 7 

 

Mode of study 

 

Part-time block delivery (8 weeks) 

 

Programme Leader 

 

Shayne Rivers 

 

External reference points/benchmarks 

The UK Quality Code for Higher Education  
Chapter A1 Qualification Descriptor for Level 7 
Subject Benchmarks Statements:  

• Archaeology 

• Art and design 

• History of art, architecture and design  

UK Institute of Conservation Professional Standards 
PAS 197:2009 Code of practice for cultural heritage 
collections management (2009)  
SPECTRUM: the UK Museum Collections Management 
Standard, version 4.0 (2011)  
Accreditation: the UK Standard for Museums and 
Galleries, (2011), Art Council England 

 

Criteria for admission to the programme 

An upper 2nd class or above UK Honours degree in an 

appropriate subject or a non-UK equivalent. In the 

absence of a BA the requirement will be demonstrable 

research and writing abilities commensurate with BA level 

/ relevant professional experience taken on a case by case 

basis.  

Students are required to have an ongoing involvement 

with a collection of at least one day a week during the 

academic year. 

English language: CEFR (Common European Framework 

of Reference for Languages) Level B2 or IELTS 6.5. 

 

External Examiner 

Name Date tenure expires 

TBC  TBC 
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Programme Aims 

 
The aims of the Masters programme in Collections Care and Management are to: 
 
Practical 

1. Provide a context, environment and study collection where collections care and conservation 

management skills can be developed and applied within a working historic house context.  

2. To develop core competencies in collections care and conservation management including 

understanding object, material and collection contexts and types, agents of deterioration and 

how the damage that they cause can be monitored and mitigated, risk assessment and 

management, object handling, storage, loans, transport and display; along with skills relating to 

budgeting, fundraising and managing people. 

 
Theoretical 
3. Foster a critical awareness of the significance of objects and collections, including their cultural, 

historical and site specific context. 

4. Develop a critical awareness of key theoretical concepts that underpin collections care and 

conservation management, including the agents of deterioration, the principles of risk and 

change management.   

5. Develop originality in the application of principles and knowledge, coupled with a practical 

understanding of how established techniques of research and enquiry are used to create and 

interpret knowledge in the field of collections care and conservation management.   

 
Professional 
6. To enable the students' potential and aptitude for professional practice, research and 

employment by encouraging self-direction and originality in tackling and solving problems and in 

planning and implementing projects.  

7. To encourage open-minded attitudes and approaches that equip students to become self-

motivated, independent professionals, able to make decisions confidently in complex and 

unpredictable situations 

8. Prepare students for professional practice in collections care and conservation management 

roles in a range of heritage contexts. 

 
 

 

Learning Outcomes 
 

On successful completion of the programme, students will be able to: 
 
Practical 

1. Demonstrate the ability to apply a detailed understanding of materials and processes of 

deterioration in order to analyse and implement damage mitigation strategies for a range of 
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objects and collections.  

2. Apply acquired knowledge in the examination, condition and risk assessment of cultural heritage 

and be able to make recommendations for the care and management of risk for a wide range of 

objects, materials and collection types. 

 

Theoretical 

3. Critically evaluate the theoretical aspects of collections care and conservation management and 

to apply information to new scenarios in innovative ways. 

4. Critically reflect on independent research and show originality in the application of knowledge. 

 

Professional 

5. Make decisions in complex and unpredictable situations through the exercise of initiative and 

personal responsibility in the context of wider professional standards.  

6. Demonstrate transferable communication and advocacy skills necessary for employment in a 

range of professional environments. 

 

 

Alignment to External Reference Points 
 
The UK Quality Code for Higher Education  

Chapter A1 Qualification Descriptor for Level 7 

Subject Benchmarks Statements:  

• Archaeology 

• Art and design 

• History of art, architecture and design  

UK Institute of Conservation Professional Standards 

PAS 197:2009 Code of practice for cultural heritage collections management (2009)  

SPECTRUM: the UK Museum Collections Management Standard, version 4.0 (2011)  

Accreditation: the UK Standard for Museums and Galleries (2011),  Arts Council England 

 

The Programme Leader, tutors and visiting lecturers maintain extensive professional affiliations within 

the field of cultural heritage. As part of the curriculum students have access to professionals within 

leading organisations in the field, such as conservators, conservation scientists and academics from 

organisations such as The National Trust, English Heritage, the British Museum and a range of private-

sector conservation consultants. 
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Programme Structure 

 

Year 1 

Semester 1(18 weeks) Semester 2(18 weeks) 
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Collections Care and Conservation 

Management 1 – Introduction 

40 credits 

 Collections care: theory and 

application 1 

40 credits 

 

 

Year 2 

Semester 1(18 weeks) Semester 2(18 weeks) 
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Collections Care and Conservation 
Management 2 - Professional Skills 
Development 
30 credits 

 Collections care: theory and application 

2 

10 credits 

 

   

MA Dissertation development  

15 credits 

 MA dissertation realisation 

45 credits 
 

 

 

 

COURSE CONTENT 

The course is delivered over eight 5-day study blocks, four study blocks in the first year and four in 

the second year.  

 

Year 1  

Collections Care and Conservation Management 1 – Introduction  

This unit delivered over two study blocks. 

 

Collections care: theory and application 1  

This unit delivered over two study blocks. 
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Year 2 

Collections Care and Conservation Management 2 - Professional Skills Development 

MA dissertation development 

The two units delivered over two 5-day study blocks 

 

Collections care: theory and application 2  

MA Dissertation realisation 

The two units delivered over two 5-day study blocks 

 

Example of study block arrangement (2016-18) 

Collections Care and Conservation Management 1  Collections care: theory and application 1  

Block 1 – Week 3 Block 2 – Week 10 Block 3 – Week 16 Block 4 – Week 26 

10-14 Oct 2016 28 Nov - 2 Dec 2016 23-27 Jan 2017 24-28 April 

 

Collections Care and Conservation Management 2 

MA dissertation development 

Collections care: theory and application 2 

MA Dissertation realisation 

Block 5 – Week 2 Block 6 –  Week 10 Block 7 – Week 16 Block 8 Week 26 

2-6 Oct 2017 27 Nov – 1 Dec 2017 22-26 Jan 2018 23-27th April 2018 

 

 
Distinctive Programme Features 

 

• The programme is embedded in the context of a working historic house with a large 
collection and a significant archive. These resources are used to enhance learning 
opportunities and are used extensively by the lecturers and students to apply knowledge to 
real-life scenarios.  

• Independence and professional practice are enhanced through the requirement that 
students have an ongoing involvement with a collection of at least one day a week during 
the academic year. This time is used to apply and extend the skills they have learned during 
the study blocks to enhance the care and management of a collection. 

• Collections care and conservation management students study in a learning environment 
enriched by the presence of experts and students from a range of conservation disciplines 
(books and archival materials, ceramics and glass, clocks, furniture and metals). Interactions 
with specialists from related disciplines offers significant opportunities for intellectual cross-
fertilisation and knowledge transfer.  

• The immersive environment encourages joint learning and interdisciplinary practice. 

• Visiting lecturers are highly regarded academics, consultants and practitioners embodying a 
broad range of expertise and professional engagement.  

• Students can gain a broad range of transferrable skills in research, academic writing, 
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presentation and communication skills, data analysis and critical thinking. 

• Students gain opportunities to build professional contacts, collaborative relationships and 
networks.  

• The programme has a low student to staff ratio. 
 

 

Learning and Teaching – strategy and methods 
 
West Dean is committed to providing a distinctive, high quality teaching and learning environment for 

study and research. The College is also committed to continuous improvement of teaching and learning 

to nurture a deep engagement with practice and its integration with historical, theoretical, cultural and 

contextual frameworks. The College seeks to ensure that teaching and learning activities and associated 

resources provide every student with an equal and effective opportunity to achieve intended learning 

outcomes that are measured against specific assessment criteria. Our overriding intention is that, on 

successful completion of their programme of study, West Dean students become theoretically aware 

and professional autonomous practitioners. 

Our continuing priorities are to:  

• Promote the integration of theory and practice, where each is tested and informed against each 

other. 

• Provide students with opportunities to learn and develop their skills through the application of 

theory and practice to historically significant collections and contexts.  

• Support opportunities for students to engage in professional practice during their studies 

through engagement with the challenges associated with ‘live’ collections.  

• Support independent research within a stimulating and intellectually enriched creative and 

cultural environment. 

• Enhance a range of specialist learning resources. 

• Support staff development by encouraging opportunities to engage in high-profile consultancy 

and research projects.  

Specific approaches to teaching and learning for Collections Care and Conservation Management 

include: 

Onsite study blocks 

There are eight 5-day study blocks over the two year MA. These comprise a comprehensive and varied 

lecture and seminar programme that introduce ideas and reinforce knowledge of theoretical and 

reflective issues that inform contemporary practice and provide the conceptual tools for its analysis. 

They provide the means by which key issues and ideas are presented and discussed.  
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The lecture and seminar programme is underpinned by practical and group work. Held in West Dean’s 

historic house and archive or at local heritage institutions, students engage in guided learning on practical 

aspects of collections care and conservation management. Practical sessions typically involve hands-on 

exploration of a topic introduced in a lecture or seminar.  

Negotiated learning through practice 

Negotiated learning is a key aspect of the collections care and conservation management curriculum. 

During the academic year, students are also required to undertake a minimum average of one day a 

week of course-related activity in a suitable collection context, either at West Dean or with external 

partners, building a portfolio of evidence of their professional practice. Students are exposed to a wide 

range of skills and theory in every learning block. Assignments are based on learning outcomes for the 

block of study. They are closely related to the identification of key areas of need within a collection and 

the creative application of knowledge to addressing that collection’s care and conservation priorities and 

needs. The combination of block study and the requirement for students to have a connection with a 

collection produces an exciting, dynamic and flexible approach to negotiated learning through practice.  

 

Independent study 

The nature of the block study delivery of the course means that independent and self-directed study is 

central to the requirements of the course. There are two aspects to this independent study. The first is 

an ongoing engagement with a collection that provides the focus for independent study and learning. 

The second is the production of a dissertation or similar significant piece of work in the second year of 

study. This may take the form of a research project or other negotiated project related to the learning 

outcomes, for example the development of a collections care and management plan or a grant 

application. The focus of the dissertation or similar significant piece of work is based upon a proposal by 

the student; the precise focus of the project is finalised by negotiation and agreement between the 

student, academic staff and potential external supervisor(s). This supports students in developing 

confidence in their independent professional practice and the exercise of increasing levels of autonomy. 

Individual and group tutorials  

Tutorials are an important point of continuing contact between staff and students. They aim to foster a 

climate in which in-depth discussion of project development can take place allowing for continual review 

of negotiated learning as new information comes to light. Individual tutorials maybe scheduled or 

arranged on request.  

 

 

 

Assessment – strategy and methods 
 

• Students may be assessed through pre-block preparatory assignments, in-block practical sessions 

and group work, and post-block assignments that support and reinforce the learning outcomes 

for the unit. Assignments give students the opportunity to enhance and deepen their knowledge 

and provide evidence that they have achieved the learning outcomes of the course units. The 
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assessment criteria for each unit are specified in the unit descriptor. Assessors refer to the unit 

descriptors in the course documents. These will be externally validated, published and available 

to students, ensuring consistency and clarity of communication, expectations and requirements 

for both assessors and students. 

• The form that assignments take varies and may include written academic work such as essays 

and literature reviews, but may also encompass professional forms of work such as reports that 

incorporate analysis and strategic planning, case studies, collections care and conservation 

management planning or option evaluation document, reflective journal, blog activity, videos, 

presentations or demonstrations or similar outputs that demonstrate independent critical 

thinking and reflective practice that meet the professional requirements in this field of study.   

• Assignments are double marked. Peer assessment may be utilised. Overall academic standards 

are moderated by staff from across the School of Conservation.  

• Assessment is reviewed and moderated by the external examiner. 

 

 

 
Student Support, Information and Resources 
 
Academic Support and Resources 

 

Tutorial support: Each student has a personal tutor who in some, but not all, cases is their 

Programme Leader. West Dean College fosters a climate in which in-depth discussion of individual 

progress and development can take place. Tutorials can take place at the request of either staff or 

students and provide an opportunity to ensure that students’ progress and general welfare can be 

monitored and supported. 

 

Library students have access to a specialist Art and Conservation library. The Library is open 

9.00am-5pm weekdays with Library staff on duty within these times, but it is also accessible outside 

these hours during evenings and weekends. The Library has a collection of approximately 11,000 

items (books, journals, e-journals and audio-visual materials) and subscribes to 98 periodicals and a 

number of specialist electronic databases. The Library catalogue and homepage can be accessed 

online. E-library facilities are being developed to support distance learners. In addition, the Library 

has established links with other libraries and offers an inter-library loan service. Students are 

introduced, as part of the induction programme, to the Library and its resources. Research skills 

workshops are available by appointment with the Librarian These include: Literature searching: 

Using Library Catalogues, Searching Specialist Literature and Image Databases and Electronic 

Resources in Conservation.  

 

Study Skills: The College has a specialist study skills tutor, available by individual appointment. 

Support is aimed generally and students returning to study or those with learning disabilities or for 

whom English is a second language. Study skills support is intended to complement, not replace, 

individual DSA arrangements. 
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IT support: students have access to IT facilities in a dedicated Computer Suite, the Library and in 

the studios and workshops. Each MA student is allocated a West Dean College network account 

with a personal login, email address and allocated file storage. Students also have access to a 

College Student Intranet that supports students and provides access to important and helpful 

information about programmes of study and the facilities and resources available to students. 

Online submission of assignments will be available. IT staff introduce students to the IT facilities 

during the induction period at the beginning of the academic year and provide support to students 

as and when required. 

 

Short courses: Students are encouraged to take part in an extensive and varied programme of short 

courses at West Dean. Where short courses have unbooked places available on the Wednesday 

before the course starts, part-time students may participate free of charge. 
 

 
Student support and guidance 

The College endeavours to ensure the welfare of all its students. A professional counselling service 

is offered to students individually, by appointment, at specified times and connections can be made 

with other specialist support services outside the College wherever necessary. Students' views are 

sought with regards to the pastoral and welfare provision through the Student Association. The 

President of the Association reports to the Chair of the Academic Board on a termly basis on 

academic and non-academic issues.  

 

The obstruction of a student’s academic progress is avoided wherever possible. If a significant 

period of absence from study is unavoidable due to illness or other circumstances, the option to 

intermit is generally available.  

 

The College acknowledges the importance of students having access to appropriate advice and 

guidance on the careers and opportunities available to them following graduation. Employability 

skills seminars are incorporated into the course, including preparation of CVs, letters of application 

and interview techniques. 
 

 

 
Methods for Evaluating and Improving the Quality and Standards of Learning 
 
West Dean College is quality assured by the QAA. 

 

The College operates and annual monitoring process to ensure ongoing enhancement of its courses. 

Recommendations and feedback from external examiners, programme advisors and students (via an 

annual questionnaire) are incorporated into course, school, college and institution level action plans. 

Implementation of these action plans is monitored through a committee structure, incorporating student 

representation, at both Conservation School and College levels. 
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Programme Leader CV 

Shayne Rivers 

Conservation-related employment 

2015 -  Head of Conservation, West Dean College 

1999-2015  Senior Conservator, Victoria and Albert Museum 

 

Conservation education 

1995-98 M.A. (RCA) Conservation Royal College of Art/V&A 

1992-95 B.A. (Hons) Furniture Restoration and Craft (2.1) Buckinghamshire College of Brunel 
University 

1991-92 BADA West Dean College Diploma: Conservation and Restoration of Furniture, West 
Dean College 

1989-91 City and Guilds 555 Furniture Making to Advanced Craft level, Brunel Technical 
College, Bristol 

Prizes 

1998  Penguin Book Prize for best MA dissertation, Humanities Dept, Royal College of Art  

 

Professional affiliations 

2014-  Honorary Research Fellow, Imperial College London 

2013-14 Honorary Research Associate, Imperial College London 

2003-  Fellow of the International Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works  

 

Teaching and supervisory experience 

2014-16  Module Leader and Lecturer, Conservation of movable wooden heritage. International 
Course on Wood Conservation Technology, ICCROM/UNESCO, Norway 

2014-   PhD Co-Supervisor  University of the Arts London 

2013- 15 Visiting Lecturer  Art History Dept, Sussex University  

2012-14 Wood Conservation Module Leader BA (Hons) Conservation Studies; PG Diploma in 
Conservation, City and Guilds of London Art School 

2007-10 PhD Advisor  Imperial College/V&A AHRC CDA Mechanical Engineering  

     Loughborough University Mechanical Engineering  
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2005-08     Imperial College/V&A AHRC CDA Chemistry  

     Dresden Academy of Fine Arts Conservation  

     Loughborough University Mechanical Engineering  

2000-04 External Examiner  BSc Restoration and Conservation,  

London Metropolitan University  

1999-09 Visiting Lecturer  RCA/V&A Conservation Programme 

1999-06   MA Supervisor       RCA/V&A Conservation Programme  

 

Impact and engagement 

2015-16 Co-editor, Studies in Conservation Supplement: Conservation of Asian Lacquer 

2014  Co-editor, IIC 2014 Congress postprints 

2014  Peer Reviewer, Studies in Conservation 

2013  Peer Reviewer, Getty Conservation Institute Publications 

2013 Authored REF impact case study: Impact of research on the solvent effects on East 
Asian lacquer by Imperial College chemistry department; achieved 3* rating 

2012 Peer Reviewer, Asia-Pacific Twentieth Century Conservation Art Research Network 
(APTCCARN)  

2011  Peer Reviewer, Journal of the Institute of Conservation (UK) 

2009 Co-organised conference: Crossing Borders: The Conservation, Science and Material 
Culture of East Asian Lacquer, V&A, London, 30&31 October (with Rupert Faulkner) 

2003-8  Mazarin Chest Project co-management (with Rupert Faulkner, Senior Curator of 
Japanese Art, V&A) developed project aims and objectives; developed research 
programme; oversight of budget and expenditure, financial reports and accountability to 
grant awarding bodies; 30+ project-related peer reviewed publications; project website; 
international conference and postprints   

2007  Presentation to the Parliamentary and Scientific Committee, 11 December:  

2005 Co-organised Coromandel Lacquer Colloquium: a one day international colloquium 
with contributions from art historians, scientists and conservators (with Lucia Burgio) 

2000-3 Invited by the Tokyo National Research Institute of Cultural Properties to study 
traditional materials and techniques used to conserve Japanese lacquer. 
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Grants 

2008  AHRC collaborative doctoral award  

2005  AHRC collaborative doctoral award  

2004  Getty Foundation Conservation Grant 

2003  Toshiba International Foundation Grant  
 

Publications 

Books and Journals 

forthcoming Saunders, D. and Rivers, S. (eds) Studies in Conservation supplemental issue: 
Conservation of Asian Lacquer Joint editor and contributor 

2014 Nevin, A., Townsend, J.H., Rivers, S., Knight, B., Chan, S., Yeung, E., Tang, C. and Liu, C. 
(eds) An Unbroken History: Conserving East Asian Works of Art and Heritage IIC 
Congress Preprints, Hong Kong, China, 22-26 September 2014; Studies in Conservation 
59, Supplement 1. Joint editor and contributor 

2011 Rivers, S., Faulkner, R., and Pretzel, B. (eds) East Asian Lacquer: Material Culture, 
Science and Conservation Archetype Books. Joint editor and contributor 

2003  Rivers, S., and Umney, N. (eds) Conservation of Furniture Butterworth Heinemann 
  Joint editor and principal contributor 

Articles 

forthcoming Thei, J., Rivers, S. and Taylor, A.C. A preliminary examination of urushi-based 
conservation options for the treatment of photodegradedlacquer using scanning 
electron microscopy and profilometry in Saunders, D. and Rivers, S. (eds) Studies in 
Conservation supplemental issue: Conservation of Asian Lacquer  

forthcoming  Rivers, S., Taylor, A.C., Hsu, H-H., Keneghan, B., Alamro, F. and Yamashita, Y. Filling 
lacquer losses on the Mazarin Chest: practice and continuing research In The Second 
International Conference on the Study of Oriental Lacquer Initiated by H.R.H. Princess 
Maha Chakri Sirindhorn, 24-25th July 2015, Bangkok, Conference postprints  

2015 Bainbridge, T, Rivers, S., Newman, N, Thackray, A, and Yamashita, Y. ‘Goberge, 
shimbari, go-bars: the use of flexible sticks for clamping’ in Journal of the American 
Institute for Conservation 54:2, pp. 65-73 

2015 Coueignoux, C. and Rivers, S. ‘Conservation of photodegraded urushi surfaces: four 
case studies’ in Journal of the American Institute for Conservation 54:1, pp. 14-28 

2104   Wolbers, R., Rivers, S. and Yamashita, Y. Corroded lead alloy inlay on Asian lacquer: 
principles and case studies in Nevin, A., Townsend, J.H., Rivers, S., Knight, B., Chan, S., 
Yeung, E., Tang, C. and Liu, C. (eds) An Unbroken History: Conserving East Asian 
Works of Art and Heritage Studies in Conservation 59, Supplement 1, S191-193 
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2011   Yamashita, Y., and Rivers, S. ‘The deterioration of urushi surfaces and maki-e 
decoration’ in East Asian Lacquer: Material Culture, Science and Conservation 
Archetype Books, pp. 208-216  

2011   Yamashita, Y., and Rivers, S. ‘Conservation of the light-damaged urushi surface and 
maki-e decoration of the Mazarin Chest’ in East Asian Lacquer: Material Culture, 
Science and Conservation Archetype Books, pp. 217-228 

2011  McSharry, C., Faulkner, R., Rivers, S., Shaffer, M.S.P, Welton, T. ‘Solvent effects on East 
Asian lacquer (Toxicodendron vernicifluum)’ in East Asian Lacquer: Material Culture, 
Science and Conservation Archetype Books, pp. 60-74 

2011  Elmahdy, A.E., Ruiz , P.D., Wildman, R.D., Huntley, J.M., Rivers S. ‘Stress measurement in 
East Asian lacquer thin films due to changes in relative humidity using phase shifting 
interferometry’ in East Asian Lacquer: Material Culture, Science and Conservation 
Archetype Books pp. 75-82 

2011  Elmahdy, A.E., Ruiz , P.D., Wildman, R.D., Huntley, J.M., Rivers S. ‘Stress measurement in 
East Asian lacquer thin films due to changes in relative humidity using phase shifting 
interferometry’ in Proceedings of the Royal Society A 467(3129) pp. 1329-1347 

2009 Mazarin Chest Project website (English and Japanese language), editor and contributor, 
updated annually 2006-9. http://www.vam.ac.uk/page/c/conservation-of-the-mazarin-
chest/  

2008 Bratasz, L., Kozlowski, R., Kozlowska, A., and Rivers, S. ‘Conservation of the Mazarin 
Chest: structural response of Japanese lacquer to variations in relative humidity’ ICOM-
CC 15th triennial meeting, New Delhi, India, 22-26 September, Conference Preprints, 
Vol II, pp. 933-940 

2008 Yamashita, Y., and Rivers, S., ‘Consolidation of shell decoration (raden) on the Mazarin 
Chest’ ICOM-CC 15th triennial meeting, New Delhi, India, 22-26 September, 
Conference Preprints, Vol II, pp. 1124-1131 

2007  Burgio, L., Rivers, S., Higgitt, C., Spring, M. and Wilson, M. ‘Spherical copper resinate on 
Coromandel objects: analysis and conservation of matt green paint’ in Studies in 
Conservation 52 pp. 241-254 

2007 McSharry, C., Faulkner, R., Rivers, S., Shaffer, M.S.P., Welton, T. ‘The chemistry of East 
Asian lacquer: A review of the scientific literature’ in Reviews in Conservation 8, pp. 29-
40 

2007 Rivers, S. (lead author) and subject specialists. V&A website content: Caring for your 
possessions (books and paper, glass, metal, ceramics, plaster, textiles) 
http://www.vam.ac.uk/page/c/caring-for-your-possessions/ 

2006 Rivers, S., ‘The conservation programme: a thirteenth-century inscribed panel from 
North Africa (V&A: 378A-1907)’ in Rosemary Crill and Tim Stanley (eds.) The Making 
of the Jameel Gallery of Islamic Art at the Victoria and Albert Museum V&A 
Publications, pp. 109-111 
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2006 Rivers, S. and Yamashita, Y. ‘A cross-cultural approach to lacquer conservation: 
consolidation of metal foil decoration on the Mazarin Chest’ in The Object in Context: 
Crossing Conservation Boundaries, 21st IIC Congress, Munich, Germany, 28 Aug-1 Sept 
2006, Conference preprints, pp. 286-292 

2005  Schellmann, N.C., and Rivers, S. ‘Aqueous Cleaning of Photo-degraded East Asian 
Lacquer: A Preliminary Investigation of the effect of pH and Ionic Concentration on 
Gloss and Colour’ in Zeitschrift für Kunsttechnologie und Konservierung (ZKK), 19:2, 
pp. 369-376.  

2005  Rivers, S. ‘Conservation of Japanese lacquer in Western collections – conserving 
meaning and substance’ in ICOM-CC 14th Triennial Meeting, The Hague, The 
Netherlands, 12-16 September, Conference Preprints, Vol II, pp. 1083-1086 

2005 Rivers, S. ‘On the Conservation of the Mazarin Chest’ in The Role of Urushi in 
International Exchange: 27th International Symposium on the Conservation and 
Restoration of Cultural Property, Tokyo National Research Institute for Cultural 
Property/Tokyo National Museum, Japan, pp. 150-158 

2002 Rivers, S. ‘Removal of varnish from japanned and lacquered surfaces – principles and 
practice’ in van Duin, P., and Piena, H. (eds) The Meeting of East and West in the 
Furniture Trade, Sixth International Symposium on Wood and Furniture Conservation, 
Stichting Ebenist, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, pp. 52-58 

2002 Rivers, S. ‘Developing a collaborative approach to the conservation of lacquer’ V&A 
Conservation Journal 41 pp. 11-12 

2001 Rivers, S. ‘East Meets West: the Althorp Triad’ in V&A Conservation Journal 39 pp. 12-
13 

1999 Lang, S. ‘Casein Plastic: History, Chemistry and Manufacture’ Modern Materials - 
Modern Problems Conference Postprints, UKIC pp. 7-12  

Workshops 

2015  Led international master classes in using urushi-based techniques (urushi-gatame and 

2011 suri urushi) to consolidate photodegraded Japanese lacquer surfaces: lectures,,  

2010   demonstrations; supervision of participants’ practical sessions 

 

Lectures  

2015 ‘The Mazarin Chest Project: an overview’ to Rijksmuseum staff and University of 
Amsterdam Conservation and Restoration Masters’ students. 18 June. 

2014 ‘Developing a conservation treatment for corroded lead alloy inlay on Asian lacquer’ at 
An Unbroken History: Conserving East Asian Works of Art and Heritage IIC 2014 
Congress, Hong Kong, China 

2013  ‘Conservation of photodegraded urushi surfaces: four case studies’ The Conservation of 
East Asian Cabinets in Imperial Residences (1700-1900) 4-5 July, Vienna, Austria 
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2013 ‘Filling, retouching and assessing lacquer losses on the Mazarin Chest’ Asian Lacquer 
Symposium, 20-24 May, Buffalo State University, USA 

2013 ‘Secrets of an early 19th century Japanese lacquer tiered box’ Furniture Making and 
Meaning Conference, V&A; live stream discussion with Julia Hutt, Curator, Asian Dept, 
V&A 

2013/14 ‘Conservation management of collections in store’ M.A. in Art History and Curating 
students, Art History Dept, Sussex University 

2012  ‘The Mazarin Chest Project: approach, research, conservation’ National Gallery of 
Victoria, AICCM Victorian Divisional Group, 22 Nov 

2011  Conservation of the Mazarin chest for Arts of Asia: Korea and Japan: V&A Short 
Course Programme  

2010  ‘The Mazarin Chest Project: an overview’ Study of Oriental Lacquer Initiated by H.R.H. 
Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn for the Revitalization of Thai Wisdom Conference 
Bangkok, Thailand, 20-22 June 

2009  ‘Consolidation of the damaged urushi surface and makie decoration of the Mazarin 
Chest’ Crossing Borders: The Conservation, Science and Material Culture of East Asian 
Lacquer Conference, V&A, London, 30&31 October. 

2009  Lacquer: technology and conservation Seminar V&A/RCA MA Asian History of Design 
Course 

2002-8 ‘Furniture Conservation: principles and practice’ International Course on Wood 
Conservation Technology, ICCROM/UNESCO, Norway 

2007  The Mazarin Chest & other export lacquer work. Studio visit from the Furniture History 
Society 

2007  ‘Conservation of the Mazarin Chest’ 100 year of French furniture history: a symposium 
to celebrate Sir Francis Watson (1907-1994) on 4th July 2007, Wallace Collection, 
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